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Mitratech x Black Kite

Supercharged Cyber Risk Assessments

Black Kite Cyber Risk Management
Black Kite places business at the center of cyber risk. For cyber risk professionals looking to quantify and maintain 

visibility of their risk exposure, Black Kite provides a defensible platform that spans the entirety of the third-party 

risk management lifecycle.

Cyber Risk Quantification Third-Party Risk Management Security Ratings

Know the financial impact of 

potential breaches for each vendor.

Understand which vendors 

pose the highest risk for your 

organization.

Quantify and maintain visibility 

of your cyber risk exposure with 

comprehensive, letter-grade 

scoring.

Mitratech x Black Kite
Looking to accelerate your third-party risk management 

program? Applying Black Kite’s cyber security capabilities 

across your vendors base provides you with:

Proactive Risk Mitigation
Identify and correct vulnerabilities before 
an incident occurs.

Continuous Monitoring
Receive alerts as a vendor’s security 
posture improves or declines.

Self Assessments
Review your own environment for 
potential weaknesses. Think like a hacker! 
Where are you exposed?

Black Kite complements Mitratech’s GRC platform by 

offering a multidimensional view of third-party risk, 

showing weaknesses in your supply chain from a technical, 

financial and compliance perspective. Furthermore, 

they also offer the world’s first and only Ransomware 

Susceptibility IndexTM, indicating how likely it is that an 

organization will experience a ransomware attack.

http://www.mitratech.com
https://blackkite.com/ransomware-susceptibility-index/?utm_source=cvent&utm_medium=email&utm_content=susceptibility-index&utm_campaign=aug-2022-black-kite-promo
https://blackkite.com/ransomware-susceptibility-index/?utm_source=cvent&utm_medium=email&utm_content=susceptibility-index&utm_campaign=aug-2022-black-kite-promo
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Unique Value Drivers

     Technical Cyber Risk Score: 

The Black Kite cyber risk rating enables 

organizations to self-monitor their cyber risk 

posture and perform non-intrusive cyber risk 

assessments and continuous monitoring of 

suppliers or investment targets. 

     Risk in Financial Terms: 

Black Kite uses the OpenFAIRTM model to 

calculate the potential financial impact (risk) 

to an organization in the case of a cyber event. 

OpenFAIRTM is currently the only international 

standard for quantifying cyber risk. 

     Questionnaire & Compliance 
     Correlation:

Black Kite correlates findings to industry 

standards and best practices, enabling an 

estimate of the external compliance for a 

range of standards including NIST 800-53, 

ISO27001, PCI-DSS, HIPAA, GDPR and Shared  

Assessments.
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